On the arithmetical density of the sum of two sequences one of which forms a basis for the integers. Let n,, a2, . , , be any given sequence of positive steadily increasing integers and suppose there are ~=f(n) of them not exceeding a number FZ, so that ax z$<&_tl'
The density 0" of the sequence is defined by Schnirelmann as the lower bound of the numbers f(n)/n, II= 1, 2, , , . , Thus if a, # 1, 6= 0.
Clearly f(n) 2 0' yt . Suppose also that the steadily increasing set A,=o, A,, A,, . . .
forms a basis of order 1 of the positive integers. This means that every positive integer can be expressed as the sum of at most I of the A'S I prove the following Theorem: If 6' is the density of the sequence a + A . i. e. of the integers which can be expressed as the sum of an a and an A , then In '
